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1. At the meeting, even though he spoke well, he was 
unable to ____ the other members. 

 
A) compete  B) persuade C) reinterpret 
D) agree  E) dispute 
 

2. It was felt that the EC had ____ on a program of 
economic change that the member states could not 
sustain. 

 
A) surpassed  B) relieved C) embarked 
D) specified  E) retired  
 

3. So long as they continue to _____ the resolutions of 
the Security Council, they will face growing 
international pressure. 

 
A) provide  B) admit  C) defy 
D) undertake  E) describe 

 
4. In the past, too, people relied on plant substances to 

____ a wide range of illnesses. 
 

A) recover  B) cure  C) infect 
D) undermine  E) restrain 

 
5. As he has adamantly withstood all kinds of political 

pressure on this issue for so long, it is unlikely that he 
would ____ at this stage. 

 
A) reinforce  B) relent  C) pursue 
D) compete  E) dispose 

 
6. The British entry into the European Community has 

____ a new line of policy. 
 

A) negotiated  B) confined C) resented 
D) constituted  E) refunded 

 
7. We must find some way to give them fairly complete 

and realistic picture of the situation, but without ____ 
them too much. 

 
A) depressing  B) intimidating C) restricting 
D) complementing E) embittering 

 
8. Any child left to its own devices for too long is likely to 

____ on some dangerous enterprise. 
 

A) assert  B) entice C) embark 
D) reproach  E) reduce 
 

9. People curious to get some idea of what it is like to be 
black in a country ____ by whites need look no further 
than Dennis Williams’s new novel Crossover. 

 
A) tempted  B) undermined C) perpetrated 
D) run   E) deemed 
 

10. It is plain that the United Nations will not lift the 
sanctions unless the Iraqi government fully ____ with 
the Security Council resolutions. 

 
A) matches  B) elaborates C) complies 
D) resumes  E) accomplishes 

 
11. I am horrified at the turn things have taken and am 

convinced that he is ____ of much better treatment 
than that which he is receiving. 

 
A) rebutting  B) deserving C) defending 
D) safeguarding E) indulging 

 
12. If we are serious about suppressing terrorism we 

shall have to ____ stronger measures than those 
currently in practice. 

 
A) require  B) revise C) adopt 
D) abduct  E) suspend 

 
13. Physically speaking, the Pacific Basin includes not 

only all those countries bordering on the Pacific 
coast but also the Pacific island nations ____ across 
the ocean. 

 
A) adopted  B) based C) grafted 
D) scattered  E) expanded 

  
14. Nearly half of the world’s countries have ____ capital 

punishment in law or in practice, and some two 
dozen of them have done so formally since 1985. 

 
A) accused  B) abolished C) executed 
D) entailed  E) frustrated 

 
15. Their Prime Minister has been able to act more 

aggressively in the past year because he has …….. 
his power within the government. 

 
A) Recommended  B) Reduced  C) Compelled  
D) Consolidated  E) impaired  
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16. Each year, large amounts of carbon monoxide 
are______________ into the atmosphere by 
automobiles and factories. 

 
A) absorbed  B) emitted C) exchanged 
D) repulsed  E) compelled 

 
17. Anyone looking for a way to something for the 

environment need look no further than their own 
home. In its struggle to ___(16)__ with the Kyoto 
Protocol of 1997. 

 
A) coincide   B) agree  C) augment  
D) compete   E) comply 

 
18. If the situation in Somalia improves, a significant part 

of the allied forces will be ____ . 
 

A) enclosed  B) withdrawn C) encouraged 
D) recruited  E) sustained 
 

19. The judge warned the prosecutor that he must ____ 
from ridiculing the accused. 

 
A) refrain  B) prevent C) derive 
D) conclude  E) withdraw 
 

20. The insurance company immediately sent a team of 
specialists to ____ the damage caused by the floods. 

 
A) undermine  B) assess C) undertake 
D) anticipate  E) safeguard 
 

 21. Industry is slowly realising that the manner in which 
waste products are being ____ of is of vital importance 
to the environment. 

 
A) forwarded  B) exposed C) composed 
D) disposed  E) restored 

 
22. It was decided at the board meeting that more funds 

should be allocated to getting the firm’s products ____ 
more widely. 

 
A) publicized  B) priced C) curtailed 
D) expanded  E) confirmed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23. The two major political parties in Britain have 
currently ____ to extreme and radically different 
approaches to the solution of Britain’s economic 
problem. 

 
A) referred  B) obsessed C) committed 
D) implied  E) meant 
 

24. Since the 1950s modern dance in Europe and America 
has ____ a vigorous process of creativity. 

 
A) cast  B) explored C) constituted 

D) relaxed  E) followed 
 

25. The recent economic figures _____ that the country is 
slowly coming out of the crisis. 

 
A) commit  B) imply  C) incur 
D) evolve  E) invoke 
 

26. If you want that post you'd better apply quickly; the 
last day for ____ applications is Friday. 

 
A) reversing  B) withholding C) enforcing 
D) submitting  E) committing 
 

27. The river Danube rises in Germany and ____ through 
central Europe and into the Black Sea. 

 
A) cruise  B) spreads C) flows 
D) conducts  E) covers 

 
28. America's subsidies to its cotton farmers have long 

been a noteworthy example of the harm that rich 
countries' subsidies ---- on the poor. 

 
A) enforce   B) provide  C) exceed 
D) Inflict   E) employ 

 
29. For the control of the deadly brain disease in cows 

(BSE), surveillance is being stepped up in Canada, but 
the US claims to be testing enough cattle already to ---
- the risk. 

 
A) assert   B) assess  C) consult 
D) exceed   E) discourage 

 
30. He was absolutely _____ in his refusal to allow any 

more workers to be made redundant. 
 

A) determined  B) decadent C) disturbed 
D) shy  E) diffident 
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31. Diplomatic relations between the two countries, which 
were ____ during the war, have not yet been restored. 

 
A) defeated  B) established C) severed 
D) determined  E) featured 

 
32. The assassination by terrorists of Signor Aldo Moro, 

five times Prime Minister of Italy, in May 1978 was ____ 
by everyone as an act of barbarism. 

 
A) applauded  B) appealed C) reiterated 
D) condemned  E) restrained 
 

33. I am not _____ that his proposal actually will lead to 
an improvement in the situation. 

 
A) impressed  B) deterred C) convinced 
D) refrained  E) deserved 
 

34. It is a society that is _____ to waging war on all forms 
of environmental pollution. 

 
A) regarded  B) preferred C) referred 
D) committed  E) upheld 
 

35. In an aircraft the cabin lights are dimmed during take-
off and landing to help passengers to ----- themselves 
to darkness in the event of an emergency. 

 
A) modify   B) accustom C) resume  
D) associate  E) relate 

 
36. The League of Nations, established in Geneva in 1920, 

included representatives from states throughout the 
world, but was severely weakened by the US decision 
not to become a member, and had no power to ---- its 
decisions. 

 
A) impress   B) compel C) accomplish  
D) implicate  E) enforce 

 
37. Certain nations have ---- the use of prenatal diagnostic 

techniques to select the sex of an unborn child; but, 
bribery and human ingenuity have made it easy for 
prospective parents to bypass the statute. 

 
A) removed   B) outlawed  C) explored 
D) sustained   E) retained 

 
 
 

38. Music educators give us many good reasons for 
playing. It is said to feed our intelligence and (16) ---- 
our self-esteem. 

 
A) raise   B) appreciate  C) afflict 
D) represent   E) provoke 

 
39. Soccer’s many creative possibilities ---- in part 

from its being played on such a large field. 
 

A) entail   B) consist C) conclude  
D) claim  E) derive 

 
40. Bacteria have a remarkable capacity for _____ 

tolerance to previously lethal drugs. 
 

A) repudiating         B) expanding         C) denouncing  
D) deceiving           E) acquiring  

 
41. Our understanding of the development of behaviour 

has long been hampered by the tendency to ____ 
sharply between "innate" and "acquired" behaviour. 

 
A) exclude  B) separate C) distinguish 
D) infer  E) assess 
 

42.  The American constitution with its various 
constraints ----- to protect citizens, can actually shield 
criminals. 

 
A) discovered  B) complained C) persuaded 
D) designed  E) displayed 
 

43. Japan is often ----- as an example of a country that has 
managed to keep its national defence orientated 
industries entirely separate from foreign-owned 
companies. 

 
A) deduced  B) delayed C) deceived 
D) withdrawn  E) cited 

 
44. The general feeling in the court was that several of the 

witnesses were ----- information that could have a 
direct bearing upon the case. 

 
A) expressing  B) withholding C) avoiding 
D) disrupting  E) declining 
 

45. What are some of the things that differentially affect 
siblings and help ---- their success or failure? 

 
A) pursue   B) recognize C) recreate 
 D) determine   E) reinstate 
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46. Until the sixteenth century, when the first 

international postal agreement was ----, there was 
no postal system as we know it today. 

 
A) assigned  B) maintained C) enacted  
D) seized  E) conducted 

 
47. Then, he attended a Christian Brothers school, 

Belvedere College and later University College 
Dublin, where he  ---- modern European languages. 

 
A) assumed   B) studied  C) involved 
D) established  E) affirmed 

 
48. Using the dam to generate power would not ----- the 

treaty with the neighbouring country, but diverting 
water out of the river would. 

 
A) intimidate  B) betray C) violate 
D) convert  E) fetch 

 
49. Space research is largely a branch of pure science, 

independent of any applications which ____ from it. 
 

A) enforce  B) insure C) reduce 
D) restore  E) stem 

 
50. Our challenge is to ____ our clients with the best 

possible advice and support, enabling them to take 
the right direction at both strategic and operational 
levels. 

 
A) expand  B) consult C) improve 
D) provide  E) respect 
 

51. It is a book rich in ideas and beauty, a book that ____ 
and tries to answer great fundamental questions and 
demands the most active reading one is capable of. 

 
A) raises  B) attains C) casts 
D) alludes  E) accomplishes 
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CEVAP ANAHTARI 
1 B 12 C 23 A 34 B 45 D 
2 C 13 D 24 E 35 B 46 C 
3 C 14 C 25 B 36 E 47 B 
4 B 15 D 26 D 37 B 48 C 
5 B 16 B 27 C 38 A 49 E 
6 D 17 B 28 D 39 E 50 D 
7 A 18 B 29 B 40 A 51 A 
8 C 19 A 30 A 41 C   
9 D 20 B 31 D 42 D   
10 C 21 D 32 D 43 E   
11 B 22 A 33 A 44 B   
 
 
 
 
 
 


